
Baracuda MX8
hhigh gh performance clean

The Baracuda MX8 is a high performance 
pool cleaner.  Designed to take on the 
toughest of pools, the MX8 cleans faster
and more aggressively than any other cleaner 
in its class.

Utilising unique technology, the MX8 provides efficient 
cleaning and unparalleled pool coverage; ensuring your 
pool receives a high performance clean every time.  



Cyclone Vacuum Technology
Cyclonic Vacuum Technology ensures the MX8 captures 
maximum debris whilst maintaining maximum cleaning 
power.  Cyclonic suction also allows for a wider cleaning 
path; ensuring both large and small debris is consumed 
with ease.

X-Drive Technology
X-Drive Technology provides optimal navigation for 
aggressive wall and floor cleaning, resulting in unparalleled 
pool coverage.

Flex Power Turbine
The ultra efficient Flex Power Turbine is at the heart of the 
MX8.  It provides maximum torque while operating at low 
flow; ensuring the pool system is not burdened. 

X-Trax Tyres
X-Trax Tyres provide extreme manoeuvrability on all pool 
surfaces, making the MX8 capable of climbing vertical pool 
walls and getting in and out of tight corners with ease.

Adjustable Mouth Inlet
The MX8 comes equipped with an adjustable mouth inlet 
that lets you adjust the size of the throat intake depending 
on the size of the debris in your pool.  If you have larger 
debris the mouth inlet can be simply removed in seconds.   

Product Specifications
Warranty – 2 years
Surfaces – All in-ground pool surfaces; concrete, 
pebblecrete, quartzon, tile, fibreglass and vinyl.
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Zodiac lives in the backyards of Australian families, at home in the pool.  
Zodiac began and continues with a dedication to innovation and new 
product development, focused on ensuring a better way of life. Our 
products deliver solutions to take the hassle out of owning a pool. So, 
all that’s left is for you to enjoy it; to enjoy a better life.
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